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SUMMARY

Highly skilled and creative Video Editor with experience in all aspects of video production. 
Meticulously attentive to both video and audio details. Able to handle multiple projects 
simultaneously with ease and professionalism. Core Qualifications Strong ability to edit videos and
audios Good ability to analyze and correct errors in product prior to final release Excellent skills in 
visualizing production script Outstanding knowledge of video editing equipment maintenance 
Experienced with DSLR video, traditional HD camera operation and shooting techniques utilizing 
sliders, and cranes.

SKILLS

Video Editing, Video Production, Motion Graphic, Graphic Design, 3D Animation.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Video Editor
World Mission Society Church Of God  November 2008 – 2019 
 Conducted the recording and editing of audio and video content.
 Prepared storyboards edited video and audio and produced program videos.
 Maintained video and audio record archive for all productions.
 Supported production of live video feeds in coordination with multimedia team.
 Producing various promotional video, trailer, and commercials animation.
 Added music sound effects and dialogue to edited videos and films.
 Checked edited videos and films for mistakes and made corrections when needed.

Video Editor
Vidmob  2003 – 2008 
 Worked on the platform cutting together videos for various clients.
 After speaking with the CEO I am a preferred editor on the platform.
 That allows me to be first in line for new high priority clients.
 Software used Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Photoshop, Audition, and Media Encoder 

Edited a promotionl video for a car dealership in California.
 Making sure to emphasize the styling of the vehicle Assembled a motion graphics web news 

style video for Vidmob Editied a short commercial.
 Was only given video files, no sound whatsoever.
 Using sound bites, and stock video I was able to edit the commercial together for the client.

EDUCATION

Associate in Applied Science in Animation - (Bergen Community College - Paramus, NJ)
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